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About This Game

A minimal, atmospheric space survival & exploration game, set to deep ambient music.

Pilot the last vessel of a fallen civilization into the vast unknown, in search of a new habitable world.

Carefully land on the planets you will encounter to gather terraforming resources and space-faring human survivors for the final
destination... skillful piloting and the balanced management of fuel, oxygen & hull integrity are key.

Explore and harvest to create a beautiful and harmonious new world, but take too much and you might incur the wrath of
sentient alien life...
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IF only there was a thumb recommendation that shows the thumb aiming sideways in the only means to justify that me saying
this game is fairly decent.

It's not groundbreaking, it's not revolutionary, it's not bringing anything new to the 'visual novel'\/'dating sim' genre (aside from
the 'Harvest Moon' mechanics) but the game overall, is not BAD, per se. Far from it, it is a decent experience.

You take control of a character (or need to say pervert) named Steve, as he recently broke up with his ex 'Jill' and you get sent to
farm slavery by your dad throughout the course of the summer, while trying to score with new chicks around the block. And
that's pretty much it. Fairly simple, not hard to follow and you will get to learn more about the new characters you interact with,
depending on how much time you spend with a particular female to increase your many stats.

Incresing your stats helps you to unlock this game's 9 endings...which I have spent 7 hours unlocking (if there are MORE
endings then 9, please let me know). These endings are not anything special besides the fact of helping yourself to unlock an
achievement and to see how that ending alters the original ending of the game. Phew, I managed not to give away spoilers.

The art is decent, the soundtrack is decent, the story, in itself, is decent, the whole game is decent. While it may not be a
worthwhile game to spend your money on, it's one of those dating sims that is only enjoyable first time through and a chore the
other 9 playthroughs after that.

Funny enough, there is a voice volume slider, and yet, there's no voice acting in this game.. A bunch of elvish Crusader Kings.
Highly underrated. I look forward to further installments.. This is an awesome game, with a great twist on the roguelike idea.
The lack of vision makes you really think about where and what you're doing rather than just jumping forward.. Uses colorblind-
unfriendly colours as puzzle elements. It's a shame, I really want to like it, but that just irks me.. So basically just jump and
dodge the eagles. Keeps crashing, was told to buy X-Plane 11 for a fix...
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Charming yet utterly hilarious. A real pleasure to play.. Definitely dated.
There is certainly some depth but the UI requires way too many clicks and feels reminiscent of 20th century games.
Space combat is not very good.
Checking your empire overall situation is cumbersome.
There are many better options thatn this space 4X.. its awesome. I loved this game. It's somewhere between reading a can't-put-
it-down book and playing an RPG. I hate reading books, but Choice of the Pirate (and all the other "Choice" games I've played)
is way better. This one was particularly well-written, had good romance options, and really captured the swashbuckling
adventure spirit.. One of the best vr games there is. If you box or train mma at all you are going to enjoy this! But even if you
don't you will gain some usable skills if you stick with it.. Terrorhedron is a very fun tower defense game! I have played it for a
while and can honestly say that it is a great game. It features multiple towers. Some have a straightforward use such as the laser
towers; just shoot at the enemies. Some have a tactical use and must be placed in a certain area to maximize it's effectiveness,
such as the EMP tower.

The currency system awards you appropriate currency for killing enemies. You don't get under payed and you don't get over
payed, so the difficulty is balanced. You must manage your money well however, or else you won't have the appropriate funds
to construct much needed towers.

The one thing I need to mention is that the waves' difficulties are unbalanced. Some waves I handle no problem and I'm at
around 80 lives. I build even more towers than before, thinking I'm ahead of the game, and then I end up losing. I don't really
understand.

Also I play multiplayer on this game quite a bit and would like to see an option to give your partner some money. Like a 'loan
$100' button or something like that.

One thing I found that's wrong with the game, however, is the achievements are out of sync with the map completions. For
example, finishing Fortress on normal difficulty gives you the achievement for Gateway on normal difficulty. Other than that,
this game is awesome.

I got the game for $0.32 and can say that it is well worth the cost. I would buy it again for full price if I needed to! I give this
game a solid 9.5/10
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